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Abstract 

The properties of geographical phenomena vary with changes in the scale of measurement. The 

information observed at one scale often cannot be directly used as information at another scale. Scaling 

addresses these changes in properties in relation to the scale of measurement, and plays an important 

role in Earth sciences by providing information at the scale of interest, which may be required for a 

range of applications, and may be useful for inferring geographical patterns and processes. This paper 

presents a review of geospatial scaling methods for Earth science data. Based on spatial properties, we 

propose a methodological framework for scaling addressing upscaling, downscaling and side-scaling. 

This framework combines scale-independent and scale-dependent properties of geographical variables. 

It allows treatment of the varying spatial heterogeneity of geographical phenomena, combines spatial 

autocorrelation and heterogeneity, addresses scale-independent and scale-dependent factors, explores 

changes in information, incorporates geospatial Earth surface processes and uncertainties, and 

identifies the optimal scale(s) of models. This study shows that the classification of scaling methods 

according to various heterogeneities has great potential utility as an underpinning conceptual basis for 

advances in many Earth science research domains. 

Keywords: scaling, change-of-support, autocorrelation, heterogeneity  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scale 

Scale is a fundamental concept in Earth sciences and other disciplines concerned with spatial 

patterns and processes (e.g., ecology, soil science, hydrology, and climatology). The patterns and 

processes of geographical phenomena have an implicit scale of variation (Fu, 2014; Wu, 2007). 

Against geospace and time, scale can be regarded as an alternative dimension to interpret the patterns 

and processes of geographical phenomena and to understand the external features and internal 

mechanisms of the world. Scale has multiple definitions (Bierkens et al., 2000; Goodchild, 2011), but 

is most commonly used to refer to the size of a geographical process or phenomenon (Atkinson and 

Tate, 2000). Such a geographical process produces a pattern at the Earth’s surface or sub-surface, 

which constrains changes due to the process within a certain space range and vice versa (Fu et al., 

2011). However, scale can also refer to the spatial or temporal extent of an investigation, and to the 

typical spatial resolution or event frequency, corresponding to the size or extent of a phenomenon or 

process (Atkinson and Tate, 2000; Bierkens et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2014a). In disciplines such as 

agrohydrology, environmental science, and ecology, the scale of investigations can be considered as 

the measurement scale (Lloyd, 2014) or observational scale (Bierkens et al., 2000), and the scale of 

phenomena or processes as the intrinsic or process scale (Schulze, 2000; Wu et al., 2006). Scales have 

also been classified into different types, and other kinds of scales have been identified, including the 

model scale, optional scale, and policy scale (Bierkens et al., 2000; Schulze, 2000). Subsequently, Li 

and Cai (2005) classified these scales into two categories in geography: intrinsic scales hidden in 

natural entities, processes and patterns and non-intrinsic scales which are artificially imposed and do 

not exist in nature. 
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Fig. 1. A conceptual model illustrating the major categories of scales in Earth sciences and how they interrelate. 

 

Taking the above studies as our point of departure, we classify scales into two major categories. 

One includes pattern scale and process scale, which refers to the scales of intrinsic patterns and 

processes of geographical phenomena. The other includes measurement scale, modeling scale and 

visualization scale, which refers to the observations, modeling, analysis and visualization to explore 

the patterns and processes. In other words, we need appropriate models based on the measurements to 

approximate the pattern and process at a certain scale. A scale analysis explores these patterns and 

processes, for example employing geospatial predictions that result from inputting the observations, 

those could be Earth science data, for example, including point data (quasi point observed data or area 

data represented as a point) and lattice data (i.e., regular raster data and irregular polygon data) that are 

used in an Earth science model (Fig. 1). The measurement scale defines the window through which we 

observe the world, realizing that the closer we look at the world, the more detail we can see. The most 

fundamental measurement scale (i.e., the support size), refers to the area or volume over which a 

measurement is taken to study spatial phenomena. Examples are the instantaneous point-scale 

observations of a wireless sensor network (Ge et al., 2015b; Yang et al., 2013) and the daily remotely 
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sensed products at 40-km spatial resolution (Kerr et al., 2001) for measuring soil moisture. The pattern 

scale is the scale for the display of geographical patterns, whereas the process scale refers to the 

operational mechanisms of geographical phenomena. To obtain the essentials of patterns and processes, 

models that reflect the processes and results into patterns can be used. Such process-based models are 

constructed using a mechanistic equation. The model scale refers to the scale at which a model is 

established. As an example, we consider a land surface model that provides daily evapotranspiration at 

25-km spatial resolution (Sun et al., 2017), but subject to Richards’ equation in modelling soil 

moisture dynamics at site scale or finer (Western et al., 2003). The visualization scale is the scale that 

is most useful for decision making, such as for crop yields on a country level per year (Hulme et al., 

1999) and disease mortality at the city level (Wang et al., 2017). 

1.2 Scaling 

Geographical elements, which could be soil, vegetation and river, couple geographical patterns to 

geographical processes. Geographical variables are then quantitative or qualitative descriptions of 

these geographic elements, such as heavy metal content of surface soil, landslide hazard index and 

land cover as applied in land survey. On the basis of Earth observations and model simulations, 

predictions of geographical variables at different scales can be achieved by scaling, whereas 

visualizations can be constructed at various scale levels (Fig. 2). The measurement of geographical 

variables must occur at a given scale level, whereas modeling may be undertaken at another scale level. 

Figure 2 shows the measurements for processes and patterns in Earth sciences involving the various 

scale categories.  
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Fig. 2. Measurements of geographical variables and inference of geographical processes and patterns in Earth 

sciences. From coarse to fine; the scale levels are labeled 1, 2, …, n. (The n in various scales might be different.) 

 

The observation of geographical variables, to create Earth science data, plays a crucial role in 

developing our understanding of geographical processes and in making predictions of geographical 

variables and their patterns. The spatial characteristics of a geographical variable can be manifested 

through scale-dependence and scale-independence (Cheng, 1999; Li et al., 2009). From a data 

viewpoint, scale-dependence makes the values of a geographical variable change with measurement 

scale whereas scale-independence indicates that the geographical pattern has scale-invariant properties, 

such as invariant spatial structure. Hence, Earth science studies often suffer from a scale discrepancy 

between data sources and models. As early as 1950, Robinson (1950) pointed out that ecological 

information cannot be used as a substitute for individual information, effectively highlighting the issue 

of scale mismatch in Earth sciences. A scale discrepancy causes a change in the spatial distribution of 

variables and their spatial relationships. In addition, the scales of multi-source Earth observation data 
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are often different (Li and Zhou, 2012), and these scales rarely satisfy the required scale of interest for 

modeling, understanding, or visualization. Scaling is, thus, required to obtain information at the scale 

of interest (Jarvis, 1995). 

Scaling is the transfer of information between scales (Bierkens et al., 2000; Goodchild, 2011). 

According to the sizes of the scales before and after scale transfer, scaling refers to upscaling, 

side-scaling, or downscaling (Gotway and Young, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014b). Upscaling or 

aggregation predicts data or information at a coarse (spatial) or long (temporal) scale from data 

available at a fine (spatial) or shorter (temporal) scale (Atkinson and Tate, 2000; Ge et al., 2015a). 

Downscaling or disaggregation predicts data or information at a fine (spatial) or short (temporal) scale 

from data available at a coarser (spatial) or longer (temporal) scale (Atkinson, 2013). Side-scaling 

maintains the scale levels of the available and required data and information, and is used, for example, 

when obtaining area-to-area predictions (Gotway and Young, 2007; Kyriakidis, 2004; Young and 

Gotway, 2007). In the same study area, if the blocks in side-scaling are overlapping, no block is 

characterized as coarse or fine. However, when the blocks are nested, side-scaling can involve 

downscaling or upscaling based on block size, which is helpful to conceptualize side-scaling as 

relating to both coarse block-to-fine block scaling and fine block-to-coarse block scaling. 

Scaling research has permeated into various disciplines, and scaling methods have appeared in 

hydrology (Lanza et al., 1997), environmental science (Stein et al., 2001), meteorology (Berrocal et al., 

2012), ecology (Peterson, 2000), agriculture (Folberth et al., 2019), geography (Malenovsky et al., 

2007) and epidemiology (Galukande et al., 2013). Statistical scaling models (Wood et al., 2004) and 

dynamic scaling models (Dai et al., 2017) have been applied to climate parameters, and the scale 

effects of physical models and algorithms have already been discussed at the pixel scale in remote 

sensing applications (Wu and Li, 2009). Models for scaling emphasize the use of information provided 
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by correlated variables (Anderson et al., 2003; Keil et al., 2018). Serious challenges facing scaling in 

hydrology (Wigmosta and Prasad, 2006) are caused by the heterogeneity of geographical variables, 

scale dependence of parameters and geospatial geo-Earth surface processes, and incomplete 

knowledge of the Earth surface system. Although some reviews of scaling have addressed the spatial 

downscaling of satellite remotely sensed irrigation management (Ha et al., 2013) and soil moisture 

(Peng et al., 2017), there has been little research on the choice of an appropriate scaling method in a 

given context. Bierkens et al. (2000) and Finke and Bierkens (2002) have addressed several strategies 

in environmental research. The existence of scale-independent and, in particular, scale-dependent 

variation makes the scaling processes problematic (Cheng, 1999). The characteristics of some variation 

(e.g., spatial autocorrelation) also become irrelevant or undetectable at a certain scale (Atkinson and 

Tate, 2000). Moreover, spatial scaling might reduce to a simple averaging process for homogeneity, 

which would become more complex under heterogeneous conditions. Schulze-Makuch and Cherkauer 

(1998) demonstrated that the scale dependence of hydraulic conductivity would be affected by the 

heterogeneities within the aquifer. Heterogeneities have a significant influence on the distribution of 

geographical variables and geospatial geo-Earth surface processes (Wu et al., 2006). Therefore, in this 

paper, the spatial properties of Earth science data are discussed in detail.  

The aim of this paper was to provide a comprehensive review of scaling methods from an Earth 

science perspective based upon the scale-independent and scale-dependent properties of spatial 

variables. This review is intended to assist the development of multi-scale Earth science data, which 

may benefit regional applications in hydrology, meteorology, climatology, and water resource 

management. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the spatial 

properties that reflect certain characteristics with changing scales. Section 3 describes the scaling issue, 

including the specific expression of scaling. Section 4 presents several upscaling methods, before 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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Sections 5 and 6 introduce downscaling and side-scaling methods. The greatest challenges and most 

pressing problems in scaling are discussed in Section 7. Section 8 summarizes the conclusions to this 

Review. 

2. Spatial properties 

Geographical variables may exhibit scale-dependent and scale-independent variations in spatial, 

temporal, and spatiotemporal dimensions. The spatial properties consist of scale-invariance and 

scale-variation. Scale-invariance refers to self-similarity in scaling processes. Halley et al. (2004) 

indicated that a series of scale-invariant metrics for aspects of ecology that are fractal in nature have 

been developed by landscape ecologists. However, no scale-independent method of analysis is widely 

agreed upon for spatial statistics. It is rare for studies of scale-independent properties to consider the 

issue of scaling. Scale-variation means that the properties of geographical variables exhibit differences, 

such as different spatial distribution functions at different scales. Almost all environmental processes 

are scale-dependent (Atkinson and Tate, 2000). The question of scale-dependence is important, for 

example, in hydraulic conductivity studies, that typically do not scale in an additive manner (Renard 

and Marsily, 1997; Mahmud et al., 2015). These two spatial properties are the foundations for 

achieving accurate scaling. 

2.1 Scale-independent variations 

Because of the scale-independent property of geographical variables, there is a common 

phenomenon in nature named self-similarity (Cheng, 1999) which refers to similar processes or 

patterns of geographical phenomena occurring at different scales (Wu et al., 2006; Zhang and Li, 

2012). Current Earth science data make it possible to explore the self-similarity of geographical 

variables, which is the key idea in fractal theory (Mandelbrot, 1967). 
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Statistical self-similarity may exist in local and global dimensions in terms of form, time, and 

space. For example, the statistical parameters of climatic series at one scale can be applied to another 

scale through a certain scaling relationship according to the principle of self-similarity (Chen et al., 

2006). The degree of complexity can be described by the fractal dimension. This fractal dimension is 

used to describe scale-invariant features, which can be positive, negative, fuzzy, and multifractal. Also 

Zhou et al. (2008) have utilized an area weighted fractal dimension index to analyze the spatial pattern 

of land cover change. Conventionally, one parameter is used to model the self-similarity through a 

simple fractal, although sometimes it is better to employ a multifractals, which could be seen as an 

generalization of fractals (Gires et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2015). Multifractal spectra, structured by 

different fractal dimensions, are often applied to describe multifractals. There are two classes of 

multifractals according to the characteristics of their fractal dimension spectra. Continuous 

multifractals are intertwined spatially with a continuous spectrum of dimensions (Stanley and Meakin, 

1988), whereas discrete multifractals have a discrete fractal spectrum (Cheng, 1997). Fractals and 

multifractals have been applied widely for information extraction (Ge et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2013), and 

several methods that combine fractal or multifractal dimensions and variograms have been proposed 

for the interpolation of mineral distributions and the analysis of remote sensing imagery (Cheng, 2005). 

Fractal geometry applications have been investigated in ecology to describe and analyze patch patterns 

and patch dynamics (Li, 2000). In many geophysical fields, fractal phenomena have been shown 

to exist in cloud formations, river networks, and turbulence. Fractal thinking can be employed to deal 

effectively with scale issues in geography and geospatial analysis (Jiang and Brandt, 2016).  

Although self-similarity appears at all levels of scale for fractal geometry, the self-similarity of a 

specific object is approximate or statistical. That is, similar fractal features are displayed within a 

certain range (Fu et al., 2011). The fractal features obtained at certain scales cannot be generalized to 
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others. Moreover, all fractals can be reflected in a complex structure (Cheng, 1999) formed by a series 

of scales ranging from the finest to the coarsest (Jiang, 2018; Jiang and Ma, 2018). The 

scale-independent parts of the prediction of geographical variables can be obtained at the target scale 

using self-similarity theory, but some scale-dependent variation will still exist. Thus, scale-dependent 

variation should be considered. 

2.2 Scale-dependent variations 

Scale-dependent variation exhibits different properties at different scales (Lloyd, 2014). Spatial 

autocorrelation and heterogeneity are two general properties of Earth science data (Goodchild, 2011), 

describing the concentration and decentralization of geographical phenomena. These properties can 

help to infer the interactions between underlying processes and their responses at different scales. The 

details of spatial autocorrelation and heterogeneity are explained below. 

2.2.1 Spatial autocorrelation 

The first law of geography states that spatial events are influenced by neighboring events and are 

more closely related to nearby events; this is known as Tobler’s First Law of geography (Tobler, 1970). 

It refers to the spatial autocorrelation of Earth science data, which means that similarity decays as a 

function of distance. Moran’s I, Geary’s C, and the semivariogram are common indices and functions 

for quantifying the degree of spatial autocorrelation. 

Moran’s I and Geary’s C indices can be calculated by comparing the values at one location with 

the values at neighboring locations (Geary, 1954; Moran, 1950). In Geary’s C, the difference between 

locations is the discrepancy of each observation; the equivalent value in Moran’s I is the difference 

from the mean. However, both Moran’s I and Geary’s C give one value in each fixed zone. This 

provides limited scope to capture variation in spatial autocorrelation with distance. The semivariogram, 

or variogram, is a function of lag (i.e., distance and direction vector, but commonly reduced to distance 
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for omnidirectional cases) that is commonly used to represent spatial dependence by measuring the 

changes in semivariance with spatial distance. The semivariogram is the basis of geostatistics, and is 

known to be a useful tool for analyzing spatial data in ecology and environmental science (Rossi et al., 

1992). Furthermore, as a statistical tool for the analysis of dependence and variability in space, the 

semivariogram is also applicable to spatiotemporal variability. 

Because semivariograms consider only two-point correlations, multipoint statistics have been 

proposed for simultaneously computing correlations for more than two points (Guardiano and 

Srivastava, 1993; Journel, 1993). This idea borrows the spatial arrangements of values from training 

images and uses them to retrieve conditional probabilities for the simulation (Ge and Bai, 2011; 

Mariethoz et al., 2010). Many algorithms have been developed for multipoint simulations, such as 

SNESIM, FILTERSIM, and IMPALA (Strebelle, 2002; Tahmasebi et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2006), 

each of which effectively captures complex structural information over different scales. The multipoint 

simulations are sensitive to implementation-specific parameters and these parameters might be 

different depending on the method used (Bai et al., 2016). The number of multiple grids is also critical 

in achieving acceptable simulation results (Liu, 2006; Strebelle, 2002). 

2.2.2 Spatial heterogeneity 

The second law of geography is the principle of spatial heterogeneity, or non-stationarity in terms 

of fitted models (Goodchild, 2004). Formally, stationarity indicates that a parameter of a model does 

not vary with space or time, and hence non-stationarity is the absence of this property (Chiles and 

Delfiner, 1999). Heterogeneity refers to the inhomogeneity or complexity of spatial distributions for a 

geographical variable. Thus, both non-stationarity and heterogeneity are related to spatial and temporal 

variability. In this paper, the generic term “heterogeneity” is employed to characterize the variation in 

a geographical variable in the spatial and temporal dimensions, whereas the term “non-stationarity” 
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refers to the spatially or temporally varying parameters of a model fitted to that variation. Spatial 

heterogeneity changes as the measurement scale varies, which makes the spatial distribution features 

of geographical variables different. Statistically, heterogeneity means that both the first- and 

second-order (and indeed higher-order) moments of geographical variables models may need to be 

non-stationary in space or time, which can cause unbounded variance.  

There are different types of heterogeneities (see Table 1). According to their statistical features, 

these heterogeneities can be classified as either a tendency, anisotropy, or stratification. Tendency in 

heterogeneity refers to variation in the mean value for a geographical variable, assuming there is a 

spatial trend, anisotropy indicates a diversity of variation in a geographical variable in different 

directions, whereas stratified heterogeneity refers to patch-based variation in the variability in that 

geographical variable (Wang et al., 2016). From a different point of view, heterogeneities can be 

divided into sample heterogeneity, local heterogeneity, and global heterogeneity in terms of their 

spatial extent. Sample heterogeneity refers to heterogeneity among samples, for example, samples of 

unequal precision (Wang et al., 2014a) and heterogeneity within samples (e.g., footprint observations 

(Hu et al., 2015b) and mixed pixels (Ge et al., 2016a)). Different heterogeneities are handled 

differently, and several methods have been proposed, such as using hotspot detection to identify 

statistically significant spatial clustering of high values (hot spots) or low values (cold spots) 

(Ghahramani et al., 2018), employing hierarchical Bayesian methods by deriving the parameter 

estimates in multiple levels to capture the unexplained variance in the average estimates of parameters 

(Zhu et al., 2006), and applying geographically weighted regression to estimate spatially varying 

regression coefficients (Jin et al., 2018a). Sometimes, various heterogeneities coexist because of the 

complex nature of the geographical process. Spatially varying coefficient models in spatial statistics 

take various forms that allow results to vary spatially (Gelfand et al., 2003), for example, the spatially 

https://academic.oup.com/biostatistics/article-abstract/9/1/18/253824
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varying coefficients geostatistical model (Hamm et al., 2015). Moreover, in landscape ecology, scale 

variance analysis has been used to explore landscape heterogeneity at multiple scales, where the spatial 

data would be reconstructed hierarchically by resampling to detect multiple-scale patterns (Wu et al., 

2000). 

 

Table 1 

Different types of various heterogeneities 

 Types Description 

 Statistical feature  

of heterogeneity 

Tendency Variation of mean value 

Anisotropy Variations in different directions 

Stratification Variation of variance 

Spatial extent  

of heterogeneity 

Sample heterogeneity Heterogeneity among or within samples 

Local heterogeneity Heterogeneity at local scale 

Global heterogeneity 
Heterogeneity at global scale 

 

Considering variability as a system property (Gaucherel, 2007), heterogeneity is absolute and 

ubiquitous, whereas homogeneity is relative (Fu et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2006). That is, if a 

geographical variable is heterogeneous (which leads to the need for a non-stationary statistical 

characterization) at a certain scale, then it might be homogeneous at a finer scale (i.e., stationary 

statistical characterization at a finer scale). The scale-dependent and scale-independent variation 

provides a bridge among multiple scales, thus confirming the possibility and rationality of scaling.  

3. Description of scaling  

Scaling (i.e., a change of measurement scale) is a complex process for characterizing phenomena 

(more precisely, variables) at multiple scales. The fact that the dominant patterns and their underlying 

processes in Earth sciences vary with scales of time and space make this operation particularly 

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10824000009480529
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challenging. It is difficult to recognize the form of the scaling function, although the flows of matter, 

energy and information across different scales provide objective bases for scaling. For geospatial Earth 

surface processes, there is commonly some nonlinearity at one scale or among multiple scales, further 

increasing the complexity of scaling (Jarvis, 1995). Considering that the scale-invariant and 

scale-varying characteristics discussed in Section 2 allow us to describe geographical phenomena, the 

corresponding parts are considered to be involved in scaling and the scaling function. 

3.1 An expression of scaling (or abstraction of scaling) 

Assume that the vectors {𝑍O = 𝑍O(𝐬𝑎 , 𝐭𝑎); 𝐬𝑎 ∈ 𝑆, 𝐭𝑎 ∈ 𝑇} and {𝑍D = 𝑍D(𝐬𝑏 , 𝐭𝑏); 𝐬𝑏 ∈ 𝑆, 𝐭𝑏 ∈

𝑇} are the random variables of a geographical variable Z at the scales before and after the scale 

transfer. They vary within a spatial domain S and time interval T. The generic formulation for predicting 

variable Z at the target scale D can be expressed as follows: 

𝑍D = 𝛷[𝑓(𝑍O), 𝑔(𝑍O)] + 𝜀,                        (1) 

where 𝜀 is a random function with a mean of zero (i.e., random error), the function 𝑓(⋅) is the 

scale-independent part, and 𝑔(⋅) is the scale-dependent part in the scaling process. The scaling 

function 𝛷 is the composition of f and 𝑔. Let 𝛷↑, 𝛷↓, and 𝛷↕ be the upscaling, downscaling, and 

side-scaling functions, respectively. In the absence of temporal or spatial information, 𝛷 is a purely 

spatial scaling or a purely temporal scaling function. The simplest form of 𝛷 is a linear function with 

equal weights (e.g., the weights of f and 𝑔 are 1). If we assume that the scale-invariant part is zero, 

Eq. (1) simplifies as: 

𝑍D = 𝑓(𝑍O) + 𝑔(𝑍O) + 𝜀 = 𝑔(𝑍O) + 𝜀.                 (2) 

Geospatial data can be considered to consist of a trend and residual components. Let 𝑚(𝑍O) and 

𝑟(𝑍O) be the trend component and the residual component, respectively, of the geographical variable 

at the original scale, and 𝑚(𝑍D) and 𝑟(𝑍D) be the corresponding components at the target scale. The 
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estimation in Eq. (2) can then be rewritten as: 

𝑍D = 𝑚(𝑍D) + 𝑟(𝑍D) = 𝑔(𝑚(𝑍O) + 𝑟(𝑍O)) + 𝜀.                      (3) 

It is common to model the trend 𝑚(∙) using regression analyses by incorporating auxiliary variables, 

whereas the residual 𝑟(𝑍D) is often estimated by employing weighted methods. In some scaling 

studies (i.e., Jin et al., 2018a; Jin et al., 2018b), the coefficients of 𝑚(𝑍D) and 𝑚(𝑍O) were assumed 

to be the same, and 𝑟(𝑍D)  was calculated using the linear weights of 𝑟(𝑍O) . However, the 

coefficients and dominant auxiliary variables would be different at various scales, as discussed in 

Section 7.5. 

3.2 Scaling based on scale-independent variation 

Fractals represent scale-independent variation and are, therefore, useful for scaling if the data 

behave this way. The premise for applying fractals for scaling is the presence of fractal features of the 

geographic variable. Assuming that the geographic variable is characterized by some 

scale-independent properties, the goal of scaling can be achieved by using these properties to predict 

the values at other scales. Fractals and multifractals provide a suitable way of describing the 

scale-independence of Earth science variables (e.g., topography (Pradhan et al., 2010) and climate 

variables (Deidda, 2000)). In particular, many fractal and multifractal methods have been used to scale 

leaf area index (Jiang et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2015), and downscale satellite-based remote sensing 

rainfall data (Espinosa et al., 2017; Tao and Barros, 2010). Unlike the above fractal methods, several 

scale-independent properties have been used in scaling. Molnar and Burlando (2005) achieved 

stochastic rainfall disaggregation by preserving the distribution, intermittency and extremes properties 

of coarse resolution rainfall data in cascade models. Fractal characteristics have also been employed in 

multiple-point geostatistical simulation to interpolate values at fine scale (Mariethoz et al., 2011). 

These fractal-based methods require relatively few parameters, are highly efficient and produce 
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realistic simulation results. However, the scale-independent property cannot always be applied at any 

scale, and is often invalid beyond a certain scale. 

3.3 Scaling based on scale-dependent variation 

Based on the scale-dependent property, many methods have been developed to transfer the scales 

of Earth science data. Most of them benefit from Tobler’s First Law of geography. Numerous scaling 

methods were developed using the autocorrelation function and spatial weight function, for example, 

the geostatistical scaling methods (Goovaerts, 2008), spatial statistics and spatial interpolation (Yue et 

al., 2007). Scaling methods based on scale-dependent variation are described in the following sections. 

In addition, some methods do not use the spatial properties of the geographical variables (i.e., 

data-driven approaches). These include general-statistical, machine learning, and probability-based 

methods.  

Bierkens et al. (2000) divided upscaling and downscaling methods in environmental research into 

four and three major classes, respectively, by using decision trees to determine whether a linear model 

or a process model should be employed. As scaling methods based on scale-independent variations are 

rare, we focus mainly on scaling methods in which such variation is not included. In most of the 

available Earth science research on techniques for scaling, the specific scaling methods fall mainly into 

one of six categories: general-statistical methods, spatial statistical analysis, machine learning methods, 

resampling methods, process-based methods, and hybrid methods. The following sections discuss 

these scaling categories as applied to upscaling, downscaling and side-scaling. The characteristics of 

different scaling methods, also including fractals, are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Characteristics of different scaling methods.  

Main category Methods References Characteristics Scaling 

Fractal method Fractal and multifractals 
Deidda, 2000; Pradhan et al., 2010; Tao and Barros, 2010; 

Wu et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Espinosa et al., 2017 

Based on the self-similarity, the fractal methods are high 

efficient which need only a few parameters. However, the 

scale-independent property cannot always be applied at 

any scale. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Probability-based 

scaling 

Area proportion, area-weighted average 

and footprint-weighted method 
Beyrich et al., 2006; Serafimovich et al., 2018 

It is area-based weighting, with no assumptions about the 

spatial variability of the aggregation variables. 

Upscaling and 

side-scaling 

Resample method 

Bilinear interpolation, inverse distance 

weighted method, function-based 

interpolation, and  High Accuracy Surface 

Modeling method 

Bindlish and Barros, 2000; Muñoz et al., 2001; Steinacker, 

et al., 2006; Yue et al., 2007; Liu and Zuo, 2012 

It is the simplest scaling method which doesn’t require any 

auxiliary information, but ignoring the change of support 

in scaling. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Geostatistical 

method 

Block kriging, area-to-point Poisson 

kriging, area-to-point kriging, downscaling 

cokriging and area-to-point regression 

kriging 

Yoo and Kyriakidis, 2006; Goovaerts, 2006; 

Pardo-Igúzquiza et al., 2006; Atkinson et al., 2008; Kerry 

et al., 2010; Ling et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014b; Wang et 

al., 2015a; Wang et al., 2015b 

It considers spatial autocorrelation and the change of 

support in scaling with or without auxiliary information. 

However, only two-point correlations are involved and the 

cross-semivariogram and point semivariogram would 

make scaling computationally intensive. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Area-to-area kriging, area-to-area Poisson 

kriging and area-to-area regression kriging 

Kyriakidis, 2004; Skøien and Blöschl, 2007; Kerry et al., 

2010; Ge et al., 2015a; Parajka et al., 2015 
Side-scaling 

Multiple-point geostatistics Strebelle, 2002; Jha et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2015 

It characterizes the spatial structure by more than two 

points simultaneously. The multipoint simulations are 

sensitive to implementation-specific parameters. 

Downscaling 

General-statistical 

method 

Regression methods, canonical correlation 

analysis and principal component analysis 

Landman and Tennant, 2000; Bergant et al., 2002; 

Rolland, 2003; Friederichs and Hense, 2007; Bergin et al., 

2012; Piles et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2018 

It establishes relationship between the target variable and 

auxiliary variables without considering the spatial 

correlation. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Machine learning 

method 

Support vector regression, random forest, 

regression tree, artificial neural network, 

deep belief network and patch-pair 

Dibike and Coulibaly, 2006; Yang et al., 2006; Nigussie et 

al., 2011; Landeras et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014c; 

Hutengs and Vohland, 2016; Ling et al., 2016; Song et al., 

Based on a large number of observations, it could generate 

reliable predictions, with an implicit expression which has 

less explanatory capability. It also provides prior 

knowledge of variables from training datasets at different 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 
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learning-database 2016 scales. 

Bayesian-based 

method 

Bayesian regression, Bayesian hierarchical 

model, Bayesian maximum entropy 
Lee et al., 2009; Jameson and Heymsfield, 2013; Li et al., 

2013; Qin et al., 2013; Song et al., 2015; Zhang and Yan, 

2015; Kou et al., 2016 

It could integrate various prior information and account for 

the uncertainty of the estimated parameters. However, it is 

a challenge to explore the probability of the prior 

knowledge. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Process-based 

method 

Statistical-dynamical downscaling, 

dynamical model and data simulations 

Bindlish and Barros, 2000; Kim et al., 2000; Margulis et 

al., 2002; Crow et al., 2012; Mechri et al., 2016; Ramzan 

et al., 2017 

The process model has the obvious physical significance, 

however, it is always complicated and won’t remain the 

same at coarse and fine scales. 

Upscaling and 

downscaling 

Super-resolution 

mapping (SRM) 

Fusing subpixel-scale and pixel-scale 

spatial autocorrelation of categorical 

variables (e.g., land cover/land use) 

Tatem et al., 2001; Atkinson, 2005; Kasetkasem et al., 

2005; Mertens et al., 2006; Ge et al., 2009, 2014; Ling et 

al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015b; Zhong et 

al., 2015 

The spatial autocorrelation represents the structure of 

features of categorical variables at different scales. These 

methods ignore the local details or the structure of coarse 

patch features. 
Downscaling 

categories 
Modeling spatial distribution patterns of 

geographical features 
Tatem et al., 2002; Atkinson, 2004; Thornton et al., 2007; 

Xu et al., 2014; Ai et al., 2014; Ge et al., 2016a 

The features of categorical variables are divided into areal 

pattern, point pattern and linear pattern, which are 

described by building different models. The accurate 

division of the three patterns is key and prerequisite for 

SRM. 

Note: The mentioned scaling methods and the references are limited. There are also other and many hybrid methods for scaling. More details can be found in Sections 3, 4, 5 

and 6. The downscaling and upscaling methods can also be applied for side-scaling. The super-resolution mapping methods are only used for downscaling categories. 
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4. Upscaling 

This section reviews several potential methods for addressing the upscaling problem. Upscaling 

algorithms generally use the spatial and temporal variability of in situ measurements, as well as 

auxiliary information, to provide predictions for a given spatiotemporal support (i.e., the average 

values for a pixel over a given period).  

Various upscaling strategies have been proposed (see the excellent review papers by Gotway and 

Young (2002) and Gelfand et al. (2001)) for disciplines including hydrology process upscaling 

(Vereecken et al., 2007), soil process modeling (Heuvelink and Pebesma, 1999), soil moisture (Crow 

et al., 2012) and evapotranspiration (Liu et al., 2016). The most direct approaches are based on 

minimizing the prediction error by either optimizing the sampling location of point-scale observations 

or improving the upscaling function 𝛷↑. The sampling design will influence upscaling accuracy. Thus, 

prior to upscaling samples for a given support, it is essential to develop efficient procedures for 

designing information-effective sampling. Spatial sampling methods for sampling design fall into one 

of the following categories: geometry-based, probability-based and model-based sampling (de Gruijter 

et al., 2006). Among these methods, the model-based ones are generally more efficient, especially 

when the target has a significant spatial structure. As spatial sampling optimization is beyond the scope 

of this review, we focus mainly on the upscaling function 𝛷↑. Theoretically, 𝛷↑ can be divided into 

five categories: probability-based, regression model-based, geostatistical model-based, machine 

learning model-based, and process model-based methods. 

4.1 Probability-based upscaling methods 

Probability-based upscaling assumes that every observation has a known and equal chance of 

being selected as a sample into the upscaling model. It can only be used when at least one point value 
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is given in each block and when the point locations are derived from a probabilistic sample design 

(Heuvelink and Pebesma, 1999), as mentioned before. The simplest way to scale up sparse 

ground-based measurements is to define 𝛷↑ as a simple linear average, that is, �̂�𝐷 = 𝛷↑(𝑍𝑂) = 𝑁−1 ∙

∑ 𝑍𝑂(𝐬𝑖 , 𝐭𝑖)𝑁
𝑖=1 , where N is the sample number. Here, all point measurements are given equal weight. 

This would be optimal if the observation locations had been selected using a probability-based 

sampling scheme. In practice, the efficiency of this method can be increased by weighting (e.g., the 

area-weighted average (Beyrich et al., 2006) and footprint-weighted method (Serafimovich et al., 

2018)). An important property of probability-based approaches is that they make no assumptions about 

the spatial variability of the aggregation variables, which would be limited by the default probabilities 

of the samples involved in the scaling. 

4.2 Regression model-based methods 

When the target variable Z exhibits strong heterogeneity in the mean (i.e., trend heterogeneity), 

additional relative information should always be incorporated to capture the spatiotemporal variability, 

especially when covariates are available with continuous spatial coverage. In practice, the spatial 

regression model (linear or nonlinear) is commonly fitted between sparse ground observations and 

multisource remote sensing information related to the target variable. Various regression model-based 

upscaling methods have been proposed, such as ordinary least squares, Bayesian linear regression and 

ridge regression (Kang et al., 2018). For example, Qin et al. (2013) developed an upscaling algorithm 

based on Bayesian linear regression for sparse ground observations, which did not need to measure the 

representativeness of ground-based sites. It has been applied in soil moisture upscaling (Zhao et al., 

2014; Kang et al. 2017). However, the relationship between ground observations of target variable and 

pixel auxiliary variables, which might be fitted at mismatched scales, would lead to inaccurate 

upscaled samples. The validity of the regression coefficient and the selection of regression variables 
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also require further exploration, discussed in Section 7.5. 

4.3 Geostatistical model-based methods 

When the observations are spatially autocorrelated, block kriging (BK) (Goovaerts, 2001) can be 

used to derive the optimal weights 𝑤𝑖 for each observation, thereby improving the estimates of �̂�(𝐵) 

by �̂�𝐷 = 𝛷↑(𝑍𝑂) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖 ∙ 𝑍𝑂(𝐬𝑖 , 𝐭𝑖)𝑁
𝑖=1 . Theoretically, BK will provide the best linear unbiased 

estimate, as it takes the spatial autocorrelation into account. However, this unbiased estimate is based 

on the assumption that all observations are error-free or have the same random measurement errors. 

Several upscaling methods have been proposed to overcome the problem of observations bearing 

unequal precision instrument error (Wang et al., 2014a). For a spatiotemporal process, the upscaling 

strategy can benefit from the spatiotemporal characteristics of the point-support observations, as well 

as from related auxiliary information such as spatiotemporal regression BK (Wang et al., 2015a). The 

upscaling of area or footprint observations to areal blocks is a form of side-scaling, and is thus 

described in Section 6. These geostatistical methods have been applied widely in the scaling process, 

but the stationarity hypothesis in the above geostatistical model-based methods would be unsupported 

by the occurrence of heterogeneity. 

4.4 Machine learning model-based methods 

Upscaling methods based on machine learning include support vector machines (Yang et al., 

2006), artificial neural networks (Landeras et al., 2012), regression trees (Jung et al., 2011), random 

forests (Shortridge et al., 2016), and deep belief networks (Song et al., 2016). These methods have 

been used in soil moisture and surface flux upscaling. Comparison of the results in these references 

(i.e., Yang et al., 2006; Landeras et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2011; Shortridge et al., 2016; Song et al., 

2016) also shows that machine learning model-based methods can yield more accurate upscaling than 

traditional regression- and geostatistical model-based methods. However, these data-driven approaches 
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also have limitations. For example, machine learning methods can only generate reliable predictions 

for conditions with a large number of observations, and this situation can be difficult to achieve in 

practice. 

4.5 Process model-based methods 

In cases where the sample observations are not available, the upscaling function 𝛷↑ can be 

established using land surface models that incorporate process mechanisms. The application of process 

model-based methods assumes that spatially distributed forcing data are fed into the model and that the 

subsequent model physics acting upon these data can capture accurately the processes generating 

spatial variability (Crow et al., 2012). If this assumption holds, then the process model can help to 

define an appropriate 𝛷↑ function (e.g., soil moisture model (Crow et al., 2005) and Priestley–Taylor 

equation (Liu et al., 2016)). The process model has obvious physical significance, but it is always 

complicated and is unlikely to be consistent at coarse and fine scales, as discussed in Section 7.3. 

5. Downscaling 

Downscaling is more complicated than upscaling, which presents an ill-posed problem with a 

non-unique solution. It can be divided into downscaling continua or downscaling categories based on 

whether a continuous or categorical variable is predicted (Atkinson, 2013). Although the same 

methods may be applied to predict continuous or categorical variables, the various downscaling 

methods can be classified in different ways for these two goals.  

5.1 Downscaling continua 

Continuous Earth science variables, such as temperature, have an infinite number of possible 

values between two given points. If the distribution function of Earth science data can be obtained at 

the desired scale, it is easy to predict the required values. Because the distributional characteristics 
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vary with decreasing scale, they must be deduced from the information at the original scale. However, 

in many cases, the target geographic variable at the fine scale cannot be fitted well using only a single 

information source. In downscaling continua, the first consideration is whether or not to use auxiliary 

data; auxiliary information can be employed to explain some of the unknown temporal or spatial 

variation of the target geographic variable. Specifically, fine-scale auxiliary information can aid in 

exploring the properties at a fine scale. The next consideration is whether or not to involve a process 

model in downscaling. The process model is one of the main ways to estimate the geographical 

variable at finer scales. Although the process model is available at a coarse scale, it is still a huge 

challenge to explore the form and parameters of geographic processes at a fine scale. Therefore, the 

downscaling continua methods can be divided into downscaling without and with fine-scale auxiliary 

information, and downscaling without and with a process model. Most specific downscaling methods 

fall into the above classes. Figure 3 shows the major classes of downscaling continua methods. This 

schema provides guidance for choosing from the many available downscaling methods in practical 

applications. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Major classes of methods for downscaling continua. 
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5.1.1 Downscaling without fusing both fine-scale auxiliary information and process model 

For downscaling without fusing both fine-scale auxiliary information and a process model, 

several methods have been developed to downscale continuous Earth science data: the resampling 

method and spatial statistical analysis. 

(a) Downscaling using resampling methods with no other information 

The simplest downscaling method is the resampling method, which refers mainly to interpolation 

here. Fine-scale Earth science data can be predicted by interpolating and extrapolating samples. 

Interpolation methods are used commonly to predict meteorological variables at a fine scale, such as 

bilinear interpolation (Bindlish and Barros, 2000), inverse distance-weighted methods (Liu and Zuo, 

2012), and function-based interpolation (Steinacker et al., 2006). Other interpolation methods, such as 

finite differences (Muñoz et al., 2001) and the High Accuracy Surface Modeling method (Yue et al., 

2007) can also predict fine-scale information. However, the above interpolation methods do not 

account explicitly for the change of support in downscaling. The downscaled predictions may not, 

therefore, have sufficiently high accuracy. 

(b) Downscaling using spatial statistical analysis with no other information 

Considering the spatial correlation among Earth science data, spatial statistical analysis has been 

applied in downscaling of continuous variables, involving spatial and spatiotemporal interpolation. 

Simple kriging and ordinary kriging, as with the spatial interpolation methods mentioned above, 

cannot solve the modifiable areal unit problem in downscaling. To solve this challenge, area-to-point 

kriging (ATPK) and area-to-area kriging (ATAK) have been developed (Gotway and Young, 2002; 

Kyriakidis, 2004). Both ATPK and ATAK provide predictions on a finer support (point or area) than 

those of the original data, ensuring the coherence of predictions; for example, the sum of downscaled 

predictions within any area is equal to the original aggregated count. The ATPK method has been 

javascript:;
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further improved by taking into account the inequality constraints in spatial interpolation (Yoo and 

Kyriakidis, 2006; Yoo et al., 2010) and developing area-to-point Poisson kriging by considering 

sample heterogeneity (Goovaerts, 2006; Kerry et al., 2010). 

Temporal downscaling approaches, such as the wavelet transform and Fourier transform 

(Martinez and Gilabert, 2009; Wegener et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2016), which transform a spatial 

domain image into the frequency domain or wavelet domain, have been applied on spatial downscaling 

through a decomposition and reconstruction process (Mascaro et al., 2013). These downscaling 

methods preserve the waveform structure characteristics, but are highly susceptible to the accuracy of 

pixel matching. 

5.1.2 Downscaling fusing fine-scale auxiliary information  

Downscaling fusing fine-scale auxiliary information, but without a process model, usually 

involves a general-statistical method, machine learning method, or spatial statistical analysis. The idea 

behind these methods is to establish one or more relationships (ignoring or considering structure 

information) between the coarse-scale target variable and the fine-scale auxiliary variables.  

(a) Downscaling using general-statistical methods with auxiliary information 

Based on the scale-invariance of the model between the target variable and auxiliary variables at 

different scales, the general-statistical method and machine learning method can be used for spatial or 

temporal downscaling. The general-statistical methods, including principal component analysis, 

canonical correlation analysis, and regression methods, have seen a huge growth in application for the 

downscaling of continuous variables (Bergant et al., 2002; Landman and Tennant, 2000; Rolland, 

2003). Many regression models (both linear and nonlinear) have been applied for downscaling, such as 

the multivariate linear model (Murphy, 2000), polynomial regression (Piles et al., 2011), ridge 

regression (Cannon, 2009), quantile regression (Friederichs and Hense, 2007) and generalized linear 
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regression (Bergin et al., 2012). 

(b) Downscaling using machine learning methods with auxiliary information  

When the explicit expression in the general-statistical method does not produce good fitting 

results, an alternative is the machine learning method. The machine learning method may be 

considered as a branch of nonlinear regression, and has strong potential for complex, nonlinear, and 

time-varying input–output mapping. The three most common methods in downscaling are support 

vector regression (Dibike and Coulibaly, 2006), artificial neural networks (Hoai et al., 2011), and 

random forests (Hutengs and Vohland, 2016). The lack of explanatory capabilities is a significant 

drawback for machine learning methods because of their implicit expression. 

(c) Downscaling using spatial statistical analysis with auxiliary information 

To consider the spatial or temporal correlation of variables or among variables, spatial statistical 

analysis techniques, including the kriging method, multi-point geostatistics and methods using 

Bayesian-based inference framework, have been developed. Here, the geospatial data can be 

considered to consist of trends and stochastic residuals, with both components being scale-dependent. 

Methods such as downscaling cokriging (Atkinson et al., 2008; Pardo-Igúzquiza et al., 2006), 

area-to-point residual kriging (Liu et al., 2008), ATPK with external drift (Yoo and Kyriakidis, 2009), 

and area-to-point regression kriging (Kerry et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2015b) have been proposed for 

downscaling. In these regression-based downscaling methods, the different regression models 

generally reproduce the mean of the predictions, with the probabilistic approaches recapturing the 

variability of the process by building the whole distribution (Fasbender and Ouarda, 2010). However, 

the required calculation of the cross-semivariogram and point semivariogram make downscaling 

computationally intensive. To integrate several sources of information while accounting for the 

uncertainty of the estimated parameters, methods that use Bayesian inference such as Bayesian 
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regression, Bayesian hierarchical modeling, and Bayesian maximum entropy exhibit great potential for 

downscaling applications (Jameson and Heymsfield, 2013; Kou et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2009; Li et al., 

2013; Song et al., 2015; Zhang and Yan, 2015), in which the definition of the prior knowledge is still a 

challenge. Furthermore, beyond the traditional two-point geostatistics (such as kriging methods), 

multiple-point geostatistics has been proposed for downscaling (Jha et al., 2013; Strebelle, 2002), 

characterizing the spatial structure by involving three or more points simultaneously.  

Moreover, many hybrid downscaling methods have been developed by integrating the advantages 

of various individual techniques (Jin et al., 2018b; Kaheil et al., 2008; Schoof et al., 2007; Tang et al., 

2015). However, in regression models, while independent variables can increase explanatory power, 

they might also introduce errors that would decrease prediction accuracy. 

5.1.3 Downscaling with a process model 

For downscaling with a process model and with or without fusing fine-scale auxiliary information, 

process-based downscaling methods such as dynamical downscaling and data assimilation have been 

developed. 

(a) Dynamical downscaling with a process model  

Process-based methods allow for better physical consistency among the downscaled variables in 

dynamical downscaling than in statistical downscaling (Freybuness et al., 1995). There has been 

considerable research on dynamical downscaling (Kim et al., 2000; Ramzan et al., 2017) and 

statistical-dynamical downscaling (Najac et al., 2011; Schulze, 2000). Hydrological models can be 

coupled in climate simulations (Bindlish and Barros, 2000), and hydrological simulations can be 

realized through dynamical downscaling (Fujihara et al., 2008; Hay and Clark, 2003). Dynamical 

downscaling of climate variables is computationally expensive and time-dependently driven by global 

circulation models, whereas statistical-dynamical downscaling requires less computer resources 

http://xueshu.baidu.com/s?wd=paperuri%3A%289348754ee20a357a60794e2af777c12c%29&filter=sc_long_sign&tn=SE_xueshusource_2kduw22v&sc_vurl=http%3A%2F%2Fonlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2F10.1111%2Frssc.12055%2Fpdf&ie=utf-8&sc_us=1628369822804193690
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF00866111
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF00866111
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without being restricted to short periods, but ignoring the temporal variability (Praskievicz, 2017).  

(b) Downscaling using data simulations with a process model  

Data assimilation, as an iterative approach to adjust the modeled states based on multisource 

observations, has been a growing concern in the downscaling of geophysical variables (Margulis et al., 

2002; Peng et al., 2017). Combined with fine spatial resolution modeling, data assimilation can extract 

information from multiple-source observations to downscale satellite sensor observations (Mechri et 

al., 2016; Reichle et al., 2001; Zupanski et al., 2011). In data assimilation procedures, it is important to 

account for both measurement and model errors, and to consider bias correction and rigorous quality 

control for increased understanding of process behaviors. 

5.2 Downscaling categories 

Categorical Earth science data are enumerated Earth science data that may be divided into groups 

or levels, such as ecological zones, soil types, socio-economic statistics data and land cover/land use 

(LCLU). When downscaling categorical variables, the input data could be continuous variables 

(Atkinson, 2013). Hence, the mentioned scaling methods for downscaling continua can be applied on 

categorical variables (e.g., Wang et al., 2014b). In addition, there are dedicated methods for 

downscaling categories, e.g., super-resolution mapping (SRM, also termed subpixel mapping) methods, 

which are used widely for the fine resolution mapping of Earth science variables such as tree crowns, 

waterlines and inundation (Foody et al., 2005; Ardila et al., 2011; Li et al., 2015). Among various 

categorical Earth science variables, LCLU is considered as one of the most important for downscaling, 

as it can provide critical auxiliary information on land surface types for using in a wide range of Earth 

science applications (Atkinson, 2013). Thus, efforts at downscaling to predict categories have been 

directed at downscaling LCLU more than other categorical Earth science variables. Therefore, in the 

process of downscaling categorical Earth science data, the categorical data usually represent land 
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cover/land use (LCLU) classes (but not limited to this variable), as extracted from remote sensing 

images (Atkinson, 2013). Here, the review of downscaling categories mainly focuses on LCLU. The 

earliest SRM methods downscale the coarse fraction images obtained from soft classification (i.e., 

spectral unmixing) of raw images to generate fine hard-classified LCLU maps (i.e., categorical data). 

Note that they generate categorical data (i.e., LCLU maps), differently to image super-resolution in 

image processing which outputs continuous data (i.e., images) based on the superposition of input 

images (Chen et al., 2018a). In the past two decades, many SRM methods have been developed for 

downscaling categorical data. These can be classified into four main types: (1) spatial 

autocorrelation-based SRM methods, (2) spatial distribution pattern-based SRM methods, (3) 

learning-based SRM methods, and (4) auxiliary data-based SRM methods, as shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Major classes of downscaling methods. 

 

5.2.1 Downscaling categories based on spatial autocorrelation 

Most SRM methods are based on the principle of spatial autocorrelation, which is considered as 

the key basis for SRM. Three types of LCLU spatial autocorrelation are used widely in SRM: (1) 
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subpixel-scale spatial autocorrelation, (2) pixel-scale spatial autocorrelation, and (3) a fusion of these 

two spatial autocorrelation types (Chen et al., 2014; Ling et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014b).  

(a) Downscaling with subpixel-scale spatial autocorrelation 

Subpixel-scale spatial autocorrelation of LCLU classes is characterized by the relationship 

between the subpixel under consideration (i.e., the fine support of the downscaling prediction) and its 

neighboring subpixels. The exponential function (Atkinson, 2005), spatial clustering function (Tatem 

et al., 2001), mean filter (Mertens et al., 2003), and prior energy function (Ardila et al., 2011; 

Kasetkasem et al., 2005) have been used to characterize subpixel-scale spatial autocorrelation. These 

methods are able to account for the size of the support in the prediction process. 

(b) Downscaling with pixel-scale spatial autocorrelation 

Pixel-scale spatial autocorrelation of LCLU classes is extracted from the relationship between the 

subpixel under consideration and its neighboring pixels. The characterization of pixel-scale spatial 

autocorrelation can be completed by interpolation algorithms (e.g., kriging) (Chen et al., 2015; Ling et 

al., 2013; Verhoeye and Wulf, 2002; Wang et al., 2015b), spatial attraction models (Mertens et al., 

2006), and geometric models (Ge, 2013; Ge et al., 2014; Ge et al., 2009). Pixel-scale spatial 

autocorrelation approaches are often linear and fast. However, neither subpixel-scale spatial 

autocorrelation nor pixel-scale spatial autocorrelation can effectively represent the local details or 

structure of LCLU patches. 

(c) Downscaling with subpixel-scale and pixel-scale spatial autocorrelations 

Combining the advantages of the above two types of spatial autocorrelation, there are two ways to 

increase the prediction accuracy of SRM results. The first is to use the pixel-scale spatial 

autocorrelation to generate an initial SRM result, and then fine-tune these results based on 

subpixel-scale spatial autocorrelation (Shen et al., 2009). The other is to combine both types of spatial 
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autocorrelation to produce the SRM results (Chen et al., 2014; Zhong and Zhang, 2012), whereby a 

spatial regularization model is generally used to consider not only the spatial autocorrelation of LCLU 

classes, but also the spectral constraints (Hu et al., 2015a; Zhong et al., 2015).  

Although spatial autocorrelation-based SRM methods have achieved acceptable accuracy, they 

are more appropriate for fine-resolution LCLU features in which the size of the object of interest is 

coarser than that of the pixels (Chen et al., 2018b). For coarse-resolution LCLU features in which the 

object sizes are finer than the pixels, they usually fail to yield satisfactory results (Chen et al., 2018a). 

These spatial autocorrelation-based SRM methods cannot capture the spatial pattern of LCLU features. 

5.2.2 Downscaling categories based on spatial distribution pattern 

There are three main spatial distribution types of LCLU features: areal patterns (referring to 

H-resolution LCLU features), point patterns (referring to L-resolution LCLU features), and linear 

patterns (Ge et al., 2016a). Because of the different spatial distribution characteristics, it is difficult to 

handle all types of LCLU features at the same time. Many efforts have been made to develop specific 

SRM methods for different spatial distribution patterns of LCLU features, for example, predicting 

spatial point patterns using a Hopfield neural network (Tatem et al., 2002), two-point histograms 

(Atkinson, 2004), and Moran’s I index (Ge et al., 2016a). Moreover, neither spatial 

autocorrelation-based nor spatial pattern-based SRM methods effectively preserve the structure of 

linear patterns. Anisotropic models (Thornton et al., 2007), linear subpixel mapping agents (Xu et al., 

2014), central line control (Ai et al., 2014), and linear templates (Ge et al., 2016a) have been 

developed to enhance the mapping of linear features. However, as for spatial autocorrelation-based 

SRM, the spatial distribution pattern-based SRM methods are prior knowledge approaches that require 

specific models to characterize the spatial distribution pattern or the spatial information of LCLU 

features. 
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5.2.3 Downscaling categories based on machine learning 

Existing LCLU maps contain a variety of spatial distribution characteristics and provide abundant 

prior knowledge of LCLU features. Therefore, learning prior knowledge from existing LCLU maps is 

an attractive approach for downscaling categorical data. Compared with spatial autocorrelation-based 

and spatial distribution pattern-based SRM methods, the learning-based SRM methods are indirect 

approaches which focus on learning the relationships between fine LCLU maps and coarse fraction 

images of LCLU classes. Instead of requiring specific models, learning-based SRM methods need only 

a learning model to downscale the coarse images to obtain the fine categorical LCLU maps, such as a 

back-propagation neural network (Nigussie et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008), support 

vector regression (Zhang et al., 2014c), or the patch-pair learning-database (Ling et al., 2016). 

5.2.4 Downscaling categories based on auxiliary data 

Although various SRM methods have been developed, SRM is essentially an ill-posed problem, 

and there may be multiple plausible solutions when only a single remote sensing image is applied to 

the process of downscaling LCLU categorical data (Chen et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2014). Therefore, 

to reduce the uncertainty of SRM, several methods have been developed that use auxiliary data, such 

as panchromatic images (Li et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2011), digital vector data (Aplin and Atkinson, 

2001; Su et al., 2012), light detection and ranging data (Nguyen et al., 2005), multiple shifted images 

(Chen et al., 2015; Wang and Wang, 2013; Xu et al., 2011; Zhong et al., 2014), digital elevation 

models (Ling et al., 2008), and different spatial resolution images (Li et al., 2017; Ling et al., 2014). 

6. Side-scaling 

In general, side-scaling methods are similar to upscaling and downscaling methods, and include 

spatial statistical analysis (Laaha et al., 2013) and hybrid methods (Jin et al., 2018a). In recent decades, 
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side-scaling methods have been developed and applied in various fields, gradually expanding to the 

humanities and social sciences (e.g., cancer mortality risk (Goovaerts, 2006) and crime data (Kerry et 

al., 2010)) as well as the natural sciences (e.g., evapotranspiration (Ge et al., 2015a) and cranberry 

yield (Kerry et al., 2017)). 

The core of side-scaling is area-based weighting, for which the simplest approach is to use the 

area proportion. This allows coarse-resolution data to be derived from fine-resolution data according to 

the areal extent of different land cover types within the coarse-resolution pixels. These methods are 

simple in principle and can select from a wide range of models according to the characteristics of the 

specific problem. However, parameters such as the mean and variance usually only characterize the 

global picture of a certain feature, and cannot reflect local features.  

The geostatistical method is another common side-scaling approach based on the scale-dependent 

property. ATAK-based methods are a representative technique, for example, conventional ATAK 

(Kyriakidis, 2004) and area-to-area Poisson kriging (Goovaerts, 2006; Kerry et al., 2010). In addition, 

top-kriging (also known as topological kriging) takes both the area and the nested nature of catchments 

into account in streamflow-related predictions (Skøien et al., 2005; Skøien and Blöschl, 2007; Parajka 

et al., 2015). To fuse the available auxiliary variables, area-to-area regression kriging and its 

extensions can be applied (Ge et al., 2015a). Moreover, weighted area-to-area regression kriging (Hu 

et al., 2015b) and geographical weighted area-to-area regression kriging (Jin et al., 2018a) have been 

proposed to increase the prediction accuracy by considering the sample heterogeneity and local spatial 

heterogeneity, respectively.  

7. Discussion 

Scaling methods rely largely on statistical-driven or physics-based methods, sometimes with a 
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certain assumption of scale-invariance and commonly based on autocorrelation. The more 

sophisticated scaling methods are scale-dependent when the actual heterogeneity can be captured, even 

to a limited extent (Hewitt et al., 2007). We suggest that the scaling methods should be tuned 

according to the specific type of heterogeneity (see Section 2). We now discuss different aspects of 

scaling, including the main problems still faced and possible developing trends. 

7.1 Scaling under spatial autocorrelation and heterogeneity 

As scale-dependent properties, spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity of Earth science 

data may change from one scale to another. Taking spatial autocorrelation as an example, the 

semivariograms of soil moisture observations at 0–4 cm depth for three different scales were estimated 

at coarse, medium and fine measurement scales (i.e., spatial extents) (Fig. 5b-d). The ground stations 

were installed in the Yingke-Daman irrigation district, in the middle reaches of the Heihe River Basin, 

China. Detailed information on the three scales and stations (Fig. 5a) was reported by Ge et al. (2015b) 

and Wang et al. (2015a). It is obvious that the semivariogram changes as the scale or spatial extent 

varies in Fig. 5b-d.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Study area in the Yingke-Daman irrigation district; and various semivariograms at different scales: (b) 
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coarse scale; (c) medium scale; (d) fine scale. 

However, most of the abovementioned scaling methods are based on spatial autocorrelation and 

ignore its variation. Although some scaling methods have been developed by considering spatial 

heterogeneity (Pettorelli et al., 2005), it is rare to involve both autocorrelation and heterogeneity in the 

scaling process. Spatial autocorrelation or spatial heterogeneity alone can only approximately describe 

the Earth’s surface (Goodchild, 2004) and, thus, it is best to consider the two laws simultaneously 

when quantitatively representing geographic variables. Moreover, sometimes the spatial variation in a 

geographic variable may be characterized as autocorrelation at one scale, and heterogeneity at another 

scale. The spatial properties might change at a certain scale, which would bring challenges for scaling. 

Therefore, the development of scaling methods for Earth science data should include use of spatial 

autocorrelation and heterogeneity, and requires some consideration of the interchanging relationships 

between different scales.  

7.2 Scaling with scale-independent and scale-dependent factors 

The proposed scaling function in Eq. (1) consists of scale-independent and scale-dependent parts, 

and the corresponding scaling methods have been described in previous sections. However, 

scale-independent features are easily neglected in scaling, and few scaling methods take both 

scale-independent and scale-dependent properties into consideration (Atkinson, 2013). In the field of 

geospatial Earth sciences, some attributes of a variable will vary with a change of scale, but others will 

remain unchanged. Thus, there may exist scale-dependent factors and scale-independent factors in 

characterizing a geographical variable through multiple scales. In the scaling of Earth science data, 

using either scale-independent or scale-dependent factors for scaling is unlikely to satisfy the 

high-accuracy requirement for prediction. To explore these factors, one could design an experiment in 

a selected study area. The multi-source and multi-scale data of the target variable could be collected 
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from multiple remote sensing products and airborne observations, and sometimes from auxiliary 

variables. After exploring the scale characteristics, one could deduce the trend in variation with scale 

change using various indices (e.g., statistical moments and regression parameters). Then, the identified 

scale-dependent and scale-independent factors could be entered into Eq. (1) where the simplest form 

refers to 𝑍D = 𝑓(𝑍O) + 𝑔(𝑍O) + 𝜀. A conceptual experiment design for this scaling is shown in Fig.6.  

 

 

Fig. 6. A conceptual experiment design for scaling with scale-independent and scale-dependent factors 

 

7.3 Scaling incorporating geospatial Earth surface processes 

As it is crucial to explore physical dependencies and structural correlations in the observed data in 

spatiotemporal analysis, we should adopt models that can incorporate a dynamical mechanism, such as 

fusing geographical processes in Bayesian maximum entropy, hierarchical Bayesian methods, and data 

assimilation (Kyriakidis and Journel, 1999). However, the methodology is still insufficient for 

estimating geographical variables at the target scale, and applications are limited by the complexity 
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and operability of exploring the geographical processes. 

In our opinion, there are three possible aspects for determining the spatiotemporal scaling method 

incorporating geospatial Earth surface processes. The first is to develop a theoretical system based on 

the main existing geostatistical spatiotemporal models, such as integrating stochastic partial 

differential equations into kriging, or fusing the laws of nature, high-order physical quantities, and 

various uncertain information into a Bayesian maximum entropy model. The second way is to explore 

the geographical pattern and process from a systematic point of view. A regional geographical system 

might be established by analyzing multiple geographical units (i.e., landscape-type units), and then the 

dynamical geographical processes could be identified to reveal the scaling law for obtaining 

information at different scales. The third approach is to improve the data assimilation method by 

involving multi-source and multi-scale data. Moreover, capturing the real geographical system is a 

serious challenge because of its complexity and size. Another potentially useful direction is to realize 

scaling through data assimilation and stochastic partial differential equations (Cressie and Wikle, 

2015). 

7.4 Scaling considering information changes in the scaling process 

Because the causes and formation mechanisms of geographical processes and patterns are 

generally different at different measurement scales (Wu et al., 2000), there is likely to be a 

transformation in energy and information. These flows across different scales could provide the basis 

for scaling. In ecology, the Markov model of the transfer of energy between different species, and the 

fluctuation–dissipation theorem and scaling rules of species numbers, can be derived based on the 

local Damuth symmetry (Li and Charnov, 2001), which might be referential for capturing the energy 

and information changes in scaling. Let 𝑘(⋅) be the gains or losses of energy and information, and 

write the scaling function as 𝑍D = 𝛷[𝑓(𝑍O), 𝑔(𝑍O), 𝑘(𝑍O)] + 𝜀, in which the scaling function 𝛷 is 
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the composition of f, g, and 𝑘. Ideally, predictions are derived at the target scale involving the energy 

and information at the available scale and the exchanges between them. During scaling, the energy 

system might be in the equilibrium or non-equilibrium state, and may be transferred from dominant 

lower modes into higher modes. The information might be measured from several aspects (such as 

geometric features and attribute features) using various indices. Through the change in regularity of 

these indices, the gains or losses of information in the scaling process could be obtained, contributing 

to the process of scaling. 

Moreover, for spatiotemporal scaling, limitations in the input data coverage and validation of 

scaling predictions also need to be considered. The geographical patterns and processes are often 

spatially and temporally continuous with strong dependence in both space and time. This leads to the 

modifiable areal unit problem (Openshaw, 1984) and the modifiable temporal unit problem (Cheng 

and Adepeju, 2014). Separating space and time and neglecting the characteristics of spatiotemporal 

variability can result in the loss of a great deal of valuable information. Although the nonseparable 

covariance functions could support space-time interaction, the nonseparable covariance structures may 

not be feasible at any space-time lags (Gneiting, 2002). The spatiotemporal analysis is vital in studying 

the scaling of geographic patterns and processes. Moreover, due to observing conditions, it is not 

always possible to obtain the full spatial coverage of geographic variables, for example, 

visible/infrared remotely sensed products are often negatively affected by clouds. Thus, a scaling 

method based on these data may not produce continuous predictions. If the scaling occurs with a lack 

of information at the target scale, there will not be sufficient reference data for validation. 

7.5 Suitability scale for models 

Scaling models vary widely in terms of their complexity and data requirements, and cannot be 

applied directly to any place and at any scale without calibration or adjustments. There are different 
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properties and models at each scale for characterizing the geographical variables. The 

dominant variables for the geographical pattern and process will change with the change of scale. To 

establish the relationship among different scales, it is possible to presuppose scale-invariance during 

scaling. Models based on observations could be considered as constant, hence ignoring the change, and 

the scale could be allowed to vary within a certain range to describe the characteristics at the scale of 

interest. Beyond this range, the assumption of scale-invariance does not work, as it results in the 

discredited information captured by established models. Similarly, the dynamic variation of 

spatiotemporal distribution characteristics also faces this problem. The parameters or forms of scaling 

model need to be updated. However, to the best of our knowledge, only a few researchers have studied 

the upper and lower limits of scaling in subpixel mapping (e.g., Ge et al., 2016b). Thus, it is important 

to identify the suitability of the scaling model at the target scale. The exploration of sudden changes in 

variable characteristics might provide a way to solve this issue. Stepwise scaling can be applied to 

obtain multi-scale predictions, such as downscaling a remote sensing soil moisture product from 

25-km spatial resolution to 20, 15, 10, 5, 3 and 1 km. According to the autocorrelation (e.g., by using 

autocorrelation coefficients and semivariograms) of the predictions at different scales, the most 

appropriate scale could be determined, particularly if the target is known, for example for a test area. If 

it were possible to determine the most suitable target scales for the scaling model, it would be possible 

to select various scaling methods for a specific application.   

7.6 Uncertainties in the scaling process 

Uncertainties in the input data and models used will increase the error in predictions from scaling. 

The uncertainties of the scaling model, mainly statistical models, are embodied in the model formula 

and model parameters. The errors of all input data may propagate to the following phases in the scaling 

process, and can significantly influence the accuracy of the predictions. For combined data-driven and 
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physics-based scaling methods, in particular, the predicted results are questionable under the complex 

interaction among the errors in the variables and the process model. In the validation of scaling 

methods, direct observations are always the reference data. It is common for the scale of these 

observations to be different from the target scale. Hence, the differences between the predictions and 

the validation data are caused not only by scaling model errors, but also by the representativeness 

errors of different supports and observation errors in the validation data. By investigating the sources 

of uncertainties in the scaling process by using methods such as Monte Carlo simulation (Kuczera and 

Parent, 1998) and generalised likelihood uncertainty estimation (Beven and Freer, 2001), it is feasible 

to reduce and control the errors in predictions, and thus increase the scaling accuracy. Although the 

repeated measurements would remove random errors and increase the reliability of the observations, it 

is a computationally and challenging task to observe all input variables repeatedly. By employing a 

priori distributions and likelihood functions of input variables, the corresponding posteriori 

distributions can be obtained for exploring the error propagation. Then, the different influences of 

different input variables on scaling prediction error can be derived. A further approach for error 

reduction is to increase the accuracy of the most significant input variable with the multiple mean 

method. 

8. Summary 

Scaling is often necessary to provide the information required at the scale of interest. This paper 

summarized the main existing methods for upscaling, downscaling and side-scaling, which should help 

researchers select the most appropriate technique for their specific research objectives and data 

conditions. Considering various spatial properties, a general form of scaling function was proposed, 

involving scale-invariant and scale-variant characteristics. The review of current scaling methods 
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revealed a focus on one component of the scaling function. A specific formulation of the scaling 

function incorporating two components should be explored in future research. Moreover, various 

heterogeneities were classified and should be employed for future scaling processes. The challenges 

faced by current scaling approaches were discussed. The information, energy, matter and 

characteristics of geospatial Earth science phenomena can be preserved and propagated effectively into 

the data at the transformed scale. This Review addressed scaling primarily in the geospatial Earth 

science domain and the conclusions need further investigation for other domains. Moreover, studies on 

scaling, as a persistent issue in the geospatial analysis of Earth science data, should be developed 

further. 
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